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Measuring the economy using supply and use tables
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Source: BEA Input-Output Accounts Data, https://www.bea.gov/industry/input-output-accounts-data 

https://www.bea.gov/industry/input-output-accounts-data


What is the Space Economy?
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The space economy consists of goods and services that:
1. Are used in space, or directly support those used in space (such as space vehicles, 

launch pads, insurance)
2. Require direct input from space to function, or directly support those that do 

(such as GPS transmitters, satellite telecommunications and broadcasting)
3. Are associated with studying space (such as R&D, planetariums)
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Manufacturing, 
Wholesale trade, and 
Retail trade

Information

Other various 
services

Professional and 
business services

Government

Launch services, insurance, education, observatories, planetariums

Space vehicles, space weapons, satellites, ground equipment, 
search, detection, navigation, and guidance systems (GPS/PNT 
equipment)

Telecommunications, broadcasting, software

Research and development, engineering and technical services, 
computer systems design, geophysical surveying and mapping 
services 

Space-related military, civilian, federally funded research and 
development centers

Space facilities, observatories, planetariums, satellite dish 
installationConstruction

Space Economy Industries and Products 

What is the Space Economy?
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BEA’s Space Economy statistics by industry
• Gross output, current dollar and chained dollar
• Value added (GDP), current dollar and chained dollar
• Private sector employment
• Private sector compensation
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Select takeaways from 2021 Space Economy statistics

• The space economy contributed $129.9 billion (0.6%) to US GDP

• Average compensation was $141,990 in the private sector, 1.75x 
higher than the US mean

• Manufacturing overtook Information as the largest sector in terms of 
gross output



Next steps & possible future research
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• Summer 2024: New and updated space economy statistics published  
through 2022
o Full industry detail & price indexes

• Continue international collaborations to develop comparable statistics



Next steps & possible future research
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• Summer 2024: New and updated space economy statistics published 
through 2022
o Full industry detail & price indexes

• Continue international collaborations to develop comparable statistics

• Exploring improvements and expansions
o Improved satellite manufacturing price indexes
o Statistics by state
o Statistics by space activity
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Source: Satellite Industry Association

Source: Quilty Space
Source: 
Canadian 
Space 
Agency

Examples of space economy data by activity



Discussion questions
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1. What aspects of the space economy are most important for your organization to 
understand?

2. What areas of possible research should BEA prioritize?

3. What are the pros and cons of BEA publishing statistics for space activities that mirror 
categories from private reports?

4. There is a tradeoff between timely statistics and potentially large revisions—what 
aspect is more significant for your organization?

5. How valuable are state-level or historical (<2012) estimates compared to other 
possibilities?
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